Makadi Water World is the latest fin-filled addition to the integrated getaway
''Madinat Makadi''. Featuring fifty different slides for both kids and adults
including a 19 meters free-fall slide; it’s Egypt’s largest and the best outing for
the entire family

Water Slides:
SHARK HOUSE

This pirate-themed aquatic play area is a kiddie heaven.
An activity pool is at the center, featuring multicolored slides and a giant tipping-bucket that pours
1000 Liter of water every two minutes! Designed
specifically with our young guests in mind, the pool
features a multi-functional purification system that
is the first of its kind in the Middle East.

FAMILY SLIDE

The number one family raft ride takes you for a
loop to a series of breathtaking drops and dips
with a super splashdown. All ages can share the
excitement.

TUNNEL FREE FALL

Ride the slide down to splashdown pool on Tunnel Free
Fall. This high speed water slide will have you running back
for another go as soon as you’ve finished!

AQUA TUBE & BODY SLIDE

Soar through heart-pounding drops and pulse-racing dips and curves as you blast through 126-m of
an enclosed tube.

KAMIKAZE & FREE FALL

Our steepest drop offers 95-m of pure thrill down. This is sure to get your adrenaline pumping.

TURBOLENCE

This long, winding open and closed body slides have more than their fair share of crazy curves, heartpounding drops and thrilling dips and ends with a surprise splash.

SPACE BOAT

A thrilling drop from a 92-meter high tower into an open tunnel full of colorful spins ends with a splash
in a giant water bowl.

RAFTING SLIDE & BLACK HOLE

Slow & fast chutes with lighting & sound effects along the 101-m route of thrills. Combines spectacular
special
effects through dark tunnels & beams of light, which attack the senses as you
ride to the final splashdown

WINDIGO SLIDE

Windgo is sophisticated, thrilling ride starting with enclosed
aquatubes slides, transforming into high speed multiracer lanes

FLYING BOAT SLIDE

Take a 53-m. plunge into the splash pool below

TWISTER

Zoom through the twists and turns of this fast and fun slide to
a final big splash down

KID'S POOL SLIDES

Designed and built just for the little ones, this shallow-water
playground features animal shaped slides and mushroom showers.

TSUNAMI

Not for the faint hearted. Feel the world drop out from under you
at one of the most exhilarating rides. It’s a splash you’ll never
forget.

WAVE SLIDE

Brave the wave with this 45 degree water slide made with FUN
in mind.

SPACE HOLE SLIDE

A tubeless single rider that starts out in an enclosed dark tube
before entering the bowl at full speed. After multiple high speed spins
around the outer perimeter, a gradual deceleration moves riders towards
the exit at the bowl’s center ending with a splash drop landing.

Park Facilities

All inclusive snacks
Ice cream and beverage menu
Soft drink, Juice & Hot drink
Glass containers or alcoholic beverages are not permitted
Sandwich station
Pizza & pasta station
Pastry station
Beverage station {soft drink, Juice & Hot drink}
Ice cream & waffle station.
All inclusive snacks from:		
12:00hur to 16:00hur
All inclusive beverages from:
10:00hur to 17:00hur

Changing Rooms

Are available and equipped with changing facilities
No towels will be provided in the park {Hotel towels to be used}
Clinic {against Charge} Doctor and Paramedic on Site
Refunds: There are no refunds or rain checks due to inclement weather.

Safety & Security

The park is fully staffed by the certified lifeguards to ensure safe fun for everyone
Slides’ Instruction & Rules are available in place and need to be followed
Please ensure that you’ve read all safety signs
No necklaces, jewelry, Watches or accessories are allowed
Appropriate swim wear is required.
Diving is not permitted in any of the pool
No alcoholic beverages can be brought into Makadi Water World.
Does not bear liability for any valuables left unattended
Slides in your own risk , Please ensure that you read all safety signs .

General Information

Does not bear liability for valuables left
Watches / timepieces, cash and securities,
Credit cards, all types of documents and keys,
Mobile telephones, laptops and other electronic equipment, Gold, silver,
Items with collector and/or numismatic value

Location

Makadi Water World is located at the entrance of Madinat Makadi, 3Km away
from Madinat Makadi hotels.

Bus service

Shuttle Service is included for Madinat Makadi in-house the guests.
Please contact the Hotel reception for more information about timing & bus station.

Opening Hours:

Open daily
From 10:00h to 17:00h

Makadi Water World
Madinat Makadi, Safaga Road, Hurghada
Red Sea, Egypt
T +20 (65) 3590 225 /26
Whatsapp +20 12 0112 55 44
E reservation@jazaquaviva.com
www.jaz.travel

Break Time:
Daily for one hour from 12:30h – 13:30h

